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INTRODUCTION

An integral partof the licensing procedure for the !_. tential nuclear waste repository at
Yucca Moun.tain,Nevada _..volves accurate prediction of _e in situ rhcology for.dl_.sign
and construction of the facility and emplacement of the canisters containing radioactive
waste. The daut requiredas input to successful thermal and mechanical models of the
behavior of the repository andsurrounding lithologies include bulk density, grain
density, porosity, compressional and shear wave velocities, elastic moduli, and
compressional lind tensile strengths. In this study a suite of experiments was performed
on cores recovered from the USW-NRG-6 borehole drilled to support the Exploratory
Studies Facility (ESF) at Yucca M0untai_. USW.-_G-6 w.as drilled to a depth of 1100
feet throughfour thexmal/mcchanical units of Paintbrush'tuff. The thexr._,,l/mec.henical

•. stratigra.phywas defined by Oritz et al. (1985) _ group rock horizons of similar '
properties for the purpose of simplifying modeling efforts. The tuff samples from USW- "
NRG.6 have a wide range of we.klingcharacteristics (usually reflec.ted,in sample
poromty), and a small range of mmeralogy and petrology characteristics. Generally,
samples are silicic ashfall tufts that exhibit large variability in their elastic and strength
properties (see Price and Bauer, 1985). The four thermal/mechanical units are designated:
TCw, itrelatively low porosity welded tuff; PTn, a non-welded very porous tuff
sometimes hay'raga high _tage of zeolite_ andclay; TSwl, a lithol_hysal rich and • • "

• ._'apor-phase altered welded tuff _d TSw2 (the potential repository honz_n)_ a welded" . ."
.. tuff with _lativel¥.few lithophysal Cavit_:s .andvap.6.'r-phaseal_ zohes. • . . : ". " •

"" These data constitute a substantialdam settoe_tablishco,elations between the fracture ". . •
strength, bulk properties, and elastic properties of the tuff. The emphasis in this study is .
to collect as much dataas possible, in a more or less routine way, on the potential
repository horizon and surrounding thermal/mechanical units.

The data collected in the study have both long and short term uses. In the short term,
the data are used to characterize the bulk and mechanical properties of the various tuff
units for the design of the ESF. On a longer range, these data, combined with specimens
tested from other boreholes, will .beused to explore the lateral.and vertical variability of "

. the tuff to supportrepository demgn and performance calculatmns..
In an effort to characterize the tufts at Yucca Mountain as thoroughly as possible,

compressionaI and shearwave velocities were routinely measured on all specimens. The
velocity data were used in conjunction with the density measurements to compute the
._ernamicelastic moduli of the rock. These values are compared with the static moduli to

as much as possible about the pore structureof the rock. A licensed repository will
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be in existence for thousands of years, and it is important to know as much as possible
about the variability in the rocks and their properties for prediction of the properties of the
surrounding rock mass, The most remotely measured geophysical parameter is
eompressional wave velocity. Therefore, it would be useful to establish a sealing law
that incorporated fracture strength, Young's modulus, and compressional wave velocity.
Fracture strength and Young's modulus arc important parameters for modeling long term
stability behavior of the rock mass at Yucca Mountain.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Right cylindrical Spec!mens of tuff 50.8 mm in diameter and 101.6 mm in length were
preparedfrom forty-mght cores recovered from borehole USW-NRG-6. A single CT
(computerized tomography) scan was performed along the specimen axis. Each
specimen was dried at 110oCfor a minimum of ten days and the dry bulk density was
determined. The specimen was then pressure and vacuum saturated with distilled water.
Compressional and shear wave velocities were measured for both dry and water saturated
conditions.

Unconf'medcompression tests to failure were performed at a constant axial strain rate of
10-5 s"1at room temperature. The specimen was instrumented with LVDT based ",
transducers to monitor the axial and radial deformation. From these data swains were
calculated. Static Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio were computed from the stress
and strain databetween I0 and 50 % of the fracture strength.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The results of the experiments are summarized in Figure la, b, and c. Following.the
convention of Price and Bauer (!985), fracture strength, Young's modulus, and dry
compressional (P) wave velocity are plotted as a function of porosiw: Figure la shows a'
decrea_., in frac._. strength with increasing porosity. The data are distinguished
according to the individual thermal/mechanical umts. The strength of the _ ranged

• from 314 to 1.0 MPa as the porosity increased from 5% to near 58%. The strongest.
• specimens were thermal/mechanical unit TCw, a low porosity welded tuff. In contrast

FFn, a non-welded porous tuff, exhibited the.lowest sttpngths. The potential, repository
horizon, TSw2, exhibited strengths bet_veSn56 and 236 MPa for porosities between 9 ""

•. and 18%.

.... Fi.gt_ .Ib, shows the change in smile Young's modulus as afunction of the specimen ." ""
poromty. The modulus ranges from near 40 GPa to less than 1'GPa. Young's modulus

• decreases with increasing porosity. Although the trend is distinct, there is significant
scatter in the observed modulus at each porosity; in some cases as much as a factor of
two.

Figure lc, shows the dry compressional wave velocity as a function of porosity. The
velocity decreases with increasing porosity. The scatter is.consistent with that observed
for other parameters. Dry P-wave velocities were chosen for detailed consideration for
two reasons: shear wave data was not obtainable on all specimens; and co.mpressional
and shear wave velocities for saturated specm_ns were difficulttomeasure,.

DISCUSSION

Price and Bauer (1985) reported that Young's modulus and fracture strength for tufts in
the vicinity of Yucca Mountain.are related to funetionM,porosity. Functional porosity is
defined as the measured porostty plus the volume fraction of montmorillonite. Strength
and modulus decreased with increasing functional porosity. Although there were strong
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dependencies of fracturestrength and modulus on porosity, significant scatter at a fixed
porosity was observed. Frequently, the fracture strength differed by as much as a factor
of two or three for a given porosity: A similar effect was noted for static Young's
modulus. We have plotted the recently collected data as a function of porosity rather than
functional porosity in Figures la, b andc, because detailed chemical composition of each
specimen has yet to be determined.

The relationship between P-wave velocity and p?.rosity is not unexpected based on the
static data and forms a useful link between the static and dynamic properties of the rock.
Since the goal of establishing a relationshi_ between the static and dynamic _perties is
to determine the spacial dis_bufion of static properties throughout the potential
repositorY,the P-wave vdoctty has been plotted as a function of fracture strength and as
a function of static Young's modulus in Figures 2 and 3, respectively. Finally, the
relationship be.tween s_tic ariddynamic Young_s modulus is shown in Figure 4. The
ratio of dynamic to static moduli m very instructive in establishing the micros_ucture of
the tuff.

The analysis of the data has concentrated on two aspects. First, the relationship
between the static and dynamic moduli, and second, the relation between dynanuc
properties, such as compressional wave velocity, and fracture strength. Specifically, it is
important to understandwhy the dynamic moduli arcconsistently greater than the static
moduli and the reason for the scatter in fracture strength and moduli at a fixed porOsiW.

Both the static and dynamic moduli have been measured on a wide variety of rocks
(e.g. Simmons and Brace, 1965; Cheng and Johnston, 1981; Jizba, 1991). Generally,
for a specific rock type, the dynamic moduli exceed the static moduli. For specimens
from USW-NRG-6 the ratio of the dynamic to static moduli ranges from 1.13 to 2.17.

The elastic properties andfracture strength of most brittlerocks have been modeled in
terms of the poresize and geometry. Elastic constants, as well as comprcssional and "'
shearwave velocities have been shown to'be related to the micro-crack density, crack " .
length and the shape of the pores (e.g. Walsh, 1965; O'C.onnell and Budiahsky, 1974;
Mavko and Nut, 1978). Each Ofthese models showed that with increasihg crack length
and crack density the bulk modulus, Young's modulus, and com_ressional wave velocity
decrease. While these models establish the dependence of porosity on elastic properties,
they do not offer insight into the differences between statit)and dynamic elastic moduli.
widely reported and present in the tufts at Yucca Mountain.

The fracturestrengthof brittle rocks are strongly controlled by the initial damage.
Damage typically consists of.micro-cracks and h'regular,ly shaped pore_ that act as stress
concentratorsand loci for crack initiation and propagation (e.g. Costin, 1983; Sammis
and Ashby, 1986; Holcomb, 1993). Given that,both the elastic and.d'ei_ormational .

•. •. properties arc controlled by the distribution ahd _ize of._.ks andpores, th_ co/relafibns • "-
between static and dynamic reck'properties as sh6wn in Figures 2, 3 and 4are • • •
reasonable. In many studies, a single rock _ with well defined properties, such as
granite or sandstone, has been studied in detail to examine the effect of one variable on
the static and dynamic properties and/orstrength.

At Yucca Mountain, a wide variety of tufts are represented. While the chemical
composition of the tufts is relatively uniform, the differences reside in the porosity, the
pore geometry and distribution,and the alteration products within the tuff. Per example
there are lithophysal and vapor-phase altet_ zones in TSwl and TSw2. Th_ objective of
collecting dyfiamic propertiesof the tuff is to ultimately correlate them with the
mechanical properties andto use the empirical relationships to assess the lateral variability
in each lilthologic unit throughoutYucca Mountain. As we have seen, the fracture .
strength ande.l.astic p.rope._es of tuff can be .related,at.least to a.first order, to poros.t.W...
Howev.er, vnuun a ._.venumosogy even specsmens yore neany me same porostty exmott
properties that can differ by as much as a factor of two.

The CT scans allow us to examine the shape and distribution of pores in the specimen.
In some cases, the pores are relatively large and easily resolved. The data from four
specimens representing end members for .theratio of dynamic to static Young's modulus
(E) were selected for analysis. Two spectmens from TSwl recovered from 427.0 and
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488.0 feet and two specimens from TSw2 recoveredfrom 953.2 and 985.7 feet depth
were analyzed. The properties measured on each of these specimens are shown below.
Although thedifferences in porosity for the specimenswithin each unit are relatively
small, there are large differences in the f-/acturestrength, eompressional and shear wave
velocities, and static and dynamic Young's modulus.

The CT scans for the four specimens are shown in Plates 1 and 2. The lighter the
shadingthe lower thedensityof the materialrepresentedin the scan. In 9.rderto
quantitativelyassesstherelativeproportionanddistributionof poreswithin each scan
imageanalysishas '_eenperformb.,d.We are looking for the volume fraction of the pores,
the largestcontiguousi:_)re,and the meansize of the pores. Forthe TSwl specimens
(Plate 1),thevolume fractionof low densitymaterialin 427.0 is approximatelyfourteen
times greaterthanthatfor 488.0. Furthermore,zones of low density material arelarger
by a factorof nearlytwenty. The.di.ff.er¢.nceinporosity _tween the two specimensis
small, butthe differencesin the distributionandcharacteristiclengthof the pores is large.
Froma qualitativepointof view, if the strengthand the dynamicpropertiesof the rock
arerelated to the size andshape of the pores specimen427.0 shouldbe weakerand
exhibitlowermoduli andvelocities than 488.0.

Two specimensfromTSw2, areshownin Plate2. The distributionof low density
zones in these two specimens is not as pronouncedas those for TSwl. Specimen 953.2
is characterizedby largelight coloredzonesrepresentingvapor-phasealteredregions. A
relativelylarge lithophysaeis apparentin the upperrightquadrantof the specimen. In
contrast,the vapor-phasealteredregionsfor 985.7 are much smallerand not as
pronounced.Thelarge percentageof weak, low density, vapor-phasealtered zones in
953.2 contributeto the low strength,velocity, and static modulus.

Bulk and MechanicalPropertiesData forFour Specimensfrom USW-NRG-6
•Unit . • TSv¢I TSwl TSw2 TSw2

• •

Depth, ft ' 427.0 488.0 953.2 985.7
Porosity, % 14.1 10.5 17.6 9.9
Grain Density, gem-3 2.527 2.504 2.548 2.554
P-Velocity, km s"1 3.463 4.299 7.054 4.499
S-Velocity, km s"1 2.228 2.684 2.408 2.812

.. Strength, MPa 43.4 149.4 31.6 177.3
Static E, GPa 14.2 33.3. 16.9 37.6 . • ..
D_mamic/StatieE,GPa. • 1.74 i , 1.13 1.77 1.14 .

• ., . •

" The v&'iationsin pore structu_for the.'speeimen_shownfrom TSwI and TSw2 : •
supportthe differenb._sin P-wave v'eloctty,Yomig's modulus,and fracture_tr_gth. _s
lithophysaeandvapor-phasealtered zonesincreasein size andabundance,the elastic
moduli andfracturestrengthdecrease. This is oneof the f'u'stof severalwells that have
beenandwill bedrilledatYuccaMountainin supportof the ESF design. As the da.taset
increasesand image analysisis performedon CTscansfrom each specimen,arelation
betweenstatisticalpropertiesof the pore structureandthe mechanicalpropertiesof tuff
will be developed. However,it is clearthat it _ not be possible to give an unequivocal
explanationfor the differencesbetween the stitic anddynamicYoung's modulus. In a
previous study(Martinet. al, 1992) Young's moduluswas measuredas a functionof
strainamplitudeand frequencyfor a speclmenof TSw2. In the drystate there was no
dispersionin Young'smodulus at frequenciesbetween 10.2 to 106Hr. Furthermore,at
strains between 10-6to 10-5Young's moduluswas constantfor a fixed loadingfrequency
of 10.2 Hz. These resultssuggest that the pores in welded tuff are elliptical to spherical
and do not resultin a significantdifferencebetween the staticanddynamic moduti. With
saturationhowever,the dynamicmoduliincreasesandthe staticmoduli shoulddecrease.
In this ease, we arecomparingdrydy;,amicmoduiiwith saturatedstaticmoduii. If all the
pores were ellipticaland sphericalone wouldanticipatethe static and the dynamicmoduli
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would be very near equal. The fact that the differences are large in some cases indicates
that there are a number of effects influencing the behavior of the rock; most likely these
include strain amplitude, chemical weakening of the bonds along grain boundaries,
particularly in specimens of PTn, and the effect of strain amplitude on the closure of
cracks and pores in some units. • .

CONCLUSION

A large data set has been collected on specimens recovered from borehole USW-NRG-6.
Analysis of the results of these experiments showed that there is a correlation between
fracture strength, Young's modulus, compressional wave velocity and porosity.
Additional sealing laws relating; static Young's modulus and compressional wave
velocity; andfracturestrength and compressional wave velocity are promising. Since
there are no otherdistinct differences in materialproperties, the scatter that Is present at
each f'Lxedporosity suggests thatthe differences in the observed property can be related to
the pore structureof the specimen. Image analysis of CT scans performed on each test
specimen arecurrently underwayto seek additional empirical relations to aid in refining
the correlations between static and dynamic properties of tuff. Once these studies are
complete it may thenbe possible to examine in more detail.',possible mechanisms to,.
explain the differences between static and dynamic moduli and refine the interpretation of
the dependence of fracturestrength and static Young's modulus on acoustical
measurements, such as compressional wave velocity.
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